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Since it’s establishment in 1990s, Chinese security market has played great 
promotion role in the economic development and the fast conversion to market 
economic system from planed-economic system. However, there exist lots of 
problems, in which credit risk of listed company lists the most outstanding state. The 
solving of credit problem is the key factor to promote security market forward 
continuously.  
With long history, Researching of Credit risk overseas has accumulated many 
risk management theory and thoughts, as well as risk management model. The model 
generations such as Z-Score model, Zeta model, linear probability model, Logistic 
model, Probit model, Nerve network model, Survival analysis model, Structural 
model and Reduced form models are going more and more closer to realism economy 
generation by generation. The case in our country is that some researches still confine 
to applying foreign model in analysing economic reality. Without contribution in this 
field, Chinese characteristics credit risk management theory has not formed. The 
reason lies in the faulty legal system, the wrong economic function of government and 
the non- maximum economic value motive of market participant. Comparing Chinese 
with western countries, we can find there exists lots of differences in macrostructure 
and microstructure of economy. Which have directly caused behavior dissimilation of 
market participant. The hard theory transplanting can not solve the credit risk problem 
arising in our country economy. 
This paper first introduce credit risk and related theory. Under high risk premium 
condition, the big probability of promise breaking rise the negative effect by moral 
risk, so credit risk premium can not realize. In the last part of the chapter, credit risk is 
classified into three types. namely, the bank credit risk, financial credit risk and risk of 
business standing. The chapter sums up cases and the specific credit risks forms of 
listed company in detail. In Chapter 2, the paper reviews the history of credit risk 
research, both overseas and domestic. Analysing that until now, some kinds of models 
in credit risk management field including initial Z-Score Linear Model, Nonlinear 
Nerve Network Model, as well as the Structural Model based on the theory of option 













each kind of model. Chapter 3 puts forward theoretical foundation of pattern 
recognition of the fuzzy model, which is the key point of the paper. Model concept, as 
well as model description is explained to deduce the model theory. Final part of the 
paper has gone to empirically study the credit risk of listed company. Two models is 
used. Compared with the analysis of Logistic model, the fuzzy model of pattern 
recognition draws the conclusion more precisely. 
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    如此众多的信用问题严重阻碍了我国证券市场的健康发展。2001年6月，中
国证券市场有1111家A股上市公司，流通市值为17000亿元，总市值54300亿元；
截至2004年12月，1111家公司除26家退市或合并外，流通市值缩水48%，减少了
                                                        
① 商务部：已有 53 个国家承认中国完全市场经济地位, 
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